
TF200 TRAY FORMER 
Wexxar Bel® 
 

 
 

The TF200 automatic tray former is capable of forming a wide range of tray 
sizes, including regular slotted trays in various configurations. This includes a 
full range of four-corner glued trays, one and two piece telescoping trays, and 
variations of triangulated corner and self-locking trays. The trays formed are 
suitable for most any applications including agricultural, food processing and 
distribution. The 200 series machines will continuously operate at speeds of up 
to 40 trays per minute, depending on selected model and related options. Size 
changes are performed in less than 10 minutes.  

 

Various options are available to ensure your TF200 machine is customized to 
your industry, tray specification, or production line requirements. Advanced 
machine programming and diagnostics are available in multiple configurations.  

 

 

 

FEATURES 

* S-Drive – precision servo driven blank advance and mandrel 

* Quick size changeovers – with color coded handles and scribed parts, changeovers occur in under 10 minutes 

* Venturi style vacuum system – low maintenance and reliable operation with controlled and self-cleaning vacuum cups 

* Smart touchscreen controls system – allows for easy machine operation, troubleshooting and maintenance 

* Advanced safety – including fully interlocked guard doors and emergency stops on both sides of the machine 

* Easy load hopper for continuous machine operation 

* On demand tray forming with remote demand sensor  

* Nordson ProBlue premium hot melt systems 

* Designed and built in North America with premium materials 

  

SPECIFICATIONS  

* Speed: up to 40 trays per minute 

* Corrosion resistant and paint free frame construction   

* Electrical: 460/480V, 3 phase, 60Hz 

* Machine footprint: multiple frame configurations 

 

OPTIONS  

* Dual head forming  

* Infeed and outfeed conveyors   

* Custom electrics options  

* Machine monitoring system with tri-stack light and audible alarm 

* Nordson glue system upgrades  

* Spare part kits 

 


